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Abstract

In this paper we study the lattice of all indiscernibility partitions induced from attribute subsets of a
knowledge representation system (information table in the finite case). This lattice, that we here call
granular partition lattice, is a very well studied order structure in granular computing and data base
theory and it provides a complete hierarchical classification of the knowledge obtained from all possible
choices of attribute subsets. We show that it has a lattice structure also in the infinite case and we
provide several isomorphic characterizations for this lattice. We discuss the potentiality of this order
structure from both a micro-granular and a macro-granular perspective. Furthermore, the sub-poset of
all the indiscernibility closures needed to determine when an arbitrary partition is an indiscernibility one
is studied. Finally, we show the monotonic behaviour of the granular partition lattice with respect to
entropy of partitions and attribute dependency in decision tables.
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1. Introduction

Let us consider a basic structure to represent knowledge: an attribute-value system, i.e., a table whose
rows represent the objects of a finite universe set U and the columns the attributes of another finite set
Att. Usually, in rough set theory this structure is called information table I and it corresponds to a
relation in first normal form in database theory [18].
If A is an attribute subset of Att, we can build the usual rough-set indiscernibility partition πI(A) of U
induced by A. The set Πind(I) of all these indiscernibility partitions is partially ordered by the usual
partial order � on the set Π(U) of all (not necessarily indiscernibility) set partitions of U . The poset
Pind(I) := (Πind(I),�) is a well known order structure in rough set theory and granular computing [76].
In [31] it has been proved that Pind(I) is a complete lattice, but not necessarily a sub-lattice of the lattice
P(U) := (Π(U),�).
In this paper we call indiscernibility partition lattice the poset Pind(I), and we will study this order
structure when U and Att are arbitrary sets, i.e. not necessarily finite sets. For this general case we
use the term knowledge representation system [41, 68], and we deserve the term information table to
the case when U and Att are both finite sets. The important fact to note here is that, in order to
prove the completeness of Pind(I) also in the non-finite case, we cannot use a technique similar to that
used in [31], therefore we introduce the isomorphic notion of maximum partitioner poset for a knowledge
representation system I and prove it is a complete lattice. More in detail, we identify any indiscernibility
partition π ∈ Πind(I) with the greater attribute subset A such that πI(A) = π, and we call such a subset
A the maximum partitioner of π. We then introduce the set MAXP (I) := {Max(π) : π ∈ Πind(I)} and
the poset M(I) := (MAXP (I),⊆∗), where ⊆∗ is the dual set inclusion order between attribute subsets.
we will show that M(I) is a complete lattice that is isomorphic to the granular partition poset Pind(I).
As a consequence of this isomorphism, we carry out the structure of complete lattice from M(I) towards
Pind(I) . Given this result, it is clear that the maximum partitioner notion is strictly related to a global
view of the knowledge induced by a knowledge representation system and that the introduction of the
order structure M(I) is fundamental for further detailed investigations of the indiscernibility partition
lattice Pind(I).
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Then, we will consider the set Gran(I) := {(Max(π), π) : π ∈ Πind(I}} and the poset G(I) :=
(Gran(I),⊆∗ × �) and we will see that G(I) is a complete lattice isomorphic to both the lattices
Pind(I) and M(I). We call G(I) the granular partition lattice of I. Hence we will obtain three distinct
complete lattices that are isomorphic between them: the indiscernibility partition lattice Pind(I), the
maximum partitioner lattice M(I) and the granular partition lattice G(I). The advantage of this last
lattice is a more complete view of the available knowledge. We can think Pind(I) as the analogue of the
extent lattice, M(I) as the analogue of the intent lattice and G(I) as the analogue of the concept lattice
for a formal context [21]. More formally, a precise link with Formal Concept Analysis can be established.
Indeed, we prove that the granular partition lattice G(I) is isomorphic to the partition pattern concept
lattice (a generalization of a concept lattice) induced by I [1].
In this paper we also introduce a new link between set partitions and vector subspaces. In fact, we
first associate to any set partition π of an arbitrary finite set X a vector subspace of Vπ of R|X|. Next
we prove a new result in set partition order theory (Theorem 5.6): the usual partial order between set
partitions of X is equivalent to the corresponding inclusion relation among the above subspaces. This
equivalence could provide new ideas for researches concerning the links among attribute subsets of any
information table. In fact, by virtue of the above equivalence, for any attribute subset A we can identify
its indiscernibility partition πI(A) with the subspace VA := VπI(A), and this identification provides an

order isomorphism between the lattice Pind(I) and a corresponding lattice of vector subspaces of R|U |.
In the above discussion, all the partitions were defined according to a given subset of attributes. On the
other hand, we also take into account objects through the notion of generalized discernibility matrix [14].
Once fixed a set of objects Z, we will define a lattice conditioned by Z, which turns out to be a sub-poset
(not necessarily a sub-lattice) of the granular partition lattice.
In order to exemplify the potentiality of these lattice structures, we take into account the cases of
entropy and attribute dependency. To be more specific, we introduce the evaluation dependency map for
a decision table and we prove several properties of this function in relation to positive regions generated
by different attribute subsets. Furthermore, we show that both the entropy and the attribute dependency
are anti-monotonic with respect to the lattice order of the maximum partitioner lattice M(I).
It should now be clear that the term granular partition lattice has been chosen to highlight the role of G(I)
inside the granular computing paradigm, with explicit links to rough sets, formal concept analysis and
potentially to other ways of granulating a universe. We recall that an information granule is a collection
of entities arranged together due to their similarity, function of physical adjacency, indistinguishability
and so on. The term granular computing, introduced by Zadeh [78, 79], indicates the way to represent
and process knowledge in terms of granules and it founds links and applications with rough set theory
[33, 34, 72, 40, 62], machine learning [74], interactive computing [54], interval analysis [30], formal concept
analysis [21, 22, 29, 60, 69], database theory [23, 24, 48], data mining [25, 36, 37, 38, 26, 75], fuzzy set
theory [39, 42, 79], etc.
In this paper, we focused our attention mainly on the finite case. However, the tools we introduce can
be easily adapted to the infinite case, i.e. whenever both U and Att are infinite. Moreover, in literature,
several papers generalize the tools of rough set theory to the infinite context (see for instance[46, 43, 44,
45, 71, 70]). Therefore, the mathematical analysis of the granular partition lattice turns out to be another
good starting point for a formal investigation of the infinite case. For example, Polkowski [45] introduces
a new approach to analyze the case in which Att is countable. He defines chains of indiscernibility
relations that generate a decreasing sequence of partitions of U . Any element of this sequence is then
associated to a topology whose closure operator coincides with the upper approximation of a rough set
X ⊆ U . This enables him to link the notion of fractal dimension to a knowledge representation system. A
similar investigation could be undertaken also in our framework by considering the maximal chains of the
granular partition lattice. As a further example, we introduced a closure operator M : P(Att)→ P(Att),
which could be useful to establish a link with the classical theory of Scott information systems (see
[19, 50]). We plan to follow these links in forthcoming papers.
Furthermore, we highlight the role of the granular partition lattice related to the investigation of several
types of discrete mathematical structures. Recently, several researches devoted to the study of the links
among paradigms derived from Granular Computing and Rough Set Theory and several types of discrete
structures: graphs [7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 20, 49, 56, 57], hypergraphs [6, 8, 58, 59, 60, 61], matroids
[27, 28, 63, 65, 66, 80]. Then, in discrete mathematics a useful help for the study of any structure, that
is object of investigation, is to associate to it a different type of structure that preserves some properties
of the original structure. As it is well known, this is the basic idea of category theory [51]. From
this perspective, both the concept lattice of a formal context and the granular partition lattice of an
information table, can be considered two useful ways that enable us to associate two different complete
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lattices to any discrete mathematical structure that can be described by means of a data table. Let us
notice here that it is not so usual to associate to a graph a lattice having good order properties. There
are in literature several types of interesting associations between graphs and order structures, but often
these structures are only posets and not lattices [64]. Moreover, we note that any node of the granular
partition lattice can be identified with an equivalence class [A]≈, where A is an attribute subset of I and
[A]≈ is a union-closed family (i.e. a subset family that is closed with respect to the set union), and these
families are actually well studied in discrete mathematics [2]. This means that we can see the granular
lattice as a macro-lattice structure whose nodes are micro-granules that are union-closed set families.
From a mathematical point of view, we obtain a set partition of the power set P(Att) whose blocks are
union-closed micro-granules that are interrelated among them by means of a complete lattice structure.
Therefore we introduce these two different points of view explicitly in Definition 4.5: the notions of macro
and micro granular lattice. In a forthcoming paper we will investigate in more detail the properties of
macro and micro granularity of this order structure.
We conclude this introductory part with a content description of the various sections of this paper.
In Section 2 we recall some basic notions concerning posets, set partitions and rough sets.
In Section 3, we introduce the maximum partitioner posetM(I), show it has a lattice structure also in the
infinite case and prove its equivalence with the partition lattice generated by the rough-set indiscernibility
relation.
In Section 4, the granular partition lattice is introduced and it is shown to be isomorphic to the indis-
cernibility partition lattice and equivalent to the pattern concept lattice, an interesting generalization
of a formal concept lattice. In this way we can connect the study of indiscernibility partitions in a
knowledge representation system to the study of a generalized form of the concept lattice.
In Section 5, we treat the above discussed links between ordering of set partitions and corresponding
inclusion relations of vector subspaces.
In Section 6, new lattice structures based on the generalized discernibility relation and conditioned to
a set of objects are introduced and studied. They will turn out to be sub-posets and in general not
sub-lattices of the granular partition lattice.
In Section 7, entropy and attribute dependency in decision tables are studied in the granular partition
lattice (more precisely, in the isomorphic maximum partitioner lattice) and their monotonicity with
respect to the lattice order proved.

2. Basics

In this section, we recall some basic notions concerning Rough Set theory (for details we refer the reader
to the Pawlak monograph [41]) and some basic notions on partitions.

2.1. Posets

For general references to lattices and order theory we refer to [19, 55], here we briefly recall the definitions
used in the paper. A partially ordered set (abbreviated poset) is a pair P (X,≤), where X is a set and
≤ is a binary relation on X that is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. If P = (X,≤) is a partially
ordered set and x, y ∈ X, we also write x < y if x ≤ y and x 6= y. If x, y are two distinct elements of X,
we say that y covers x, denoted by x l y (or, equivalently, by y m x), if x ≤ y and there is no element
z ∈ X such that x < z < y. An element x ∈ X is called minimal in P if z ≤ x implies z = x, and in a
similar way one defines a maximal element in P . If there is an element 0̂ ∈ X such that 0̂ ≤ x then 0̂
is unique and it is called the minimum of P . The maximum of P (if there exists) is defined analogously
and usually denoted by 1̂.
A chain C of P is a subset C ⊂ X such that for all x, y ∈ C we have x ≤ y or y ≤ x. If a chain C has
n+ 1 elements x0, . . . , xn such that x0 < · · · < xn, it is said that C is an n+ 1-chain and has length n; in
this case often we write C = {x0 < · · · < xn}. If X itself is a chain the poset P is said linearly ordered.
If P is not linearly ordered, a maximal chain of P is a chain C of P which is not properly contained in
any other chain of P . If C = {x0 < · · · < xn} is an n+1-chain, we say that C is saturated if xilxi+1 for
i = 0, 1, . . . , n−1. Let us note that C = {x0 < · · · < xn} is maximal iff C is saturated, x0 is minimal and
xn is maximal. A subset A ⊂ X is called an anti-chain of P if for all pair of distinct elements x, y ∈ A
we have that x � y and y � x. We denote by A(P ) the family of all the anti-chains of P .
A weighted poset is a pair (P,w), where P = (X,≤) is a poset and w is a map (called weight function
on P ) from X into [0,∞). If Y ⊂ X, the weight of Y is the number w(Y ) :=

∑
y∈Y w(y). The number

ξ(P,w) := max{w(A) : A ∈ A(P )} is called the width of (P,w).
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A poset P = (X1,≤1) is said isomorphic to another poset P2 = (X2,≤2) if there exists a bijective map
φ : X1 → X2 such that x ≤1 y ⇐⇒ φ(x) ≤2 φ(y), for all x, y ∈ X1. The dual poset of P is the poset
P ∗ := (X,≤∗), where ≤∗ is the partial order on X defined by x ≤∗ y : ⇐⇒ y ≤ x, for all x, y ∈ X. A
poset P is called self-dual if P is isomorphic to its dual poset P ∗.
We recall now some basic facts concerning the graded posets (see for example [55], cap.3). A finite poset
P = (X,≤) having a minimum 0̂ is said graded of rank l if all the maximal chains in P have length
l, in this case the non negative integer l is called rank of P and we denote it by rank(P ). It can be
easily proved that P is a graded poset of rank l iff there exists a unique function ρ : X → N (called
rank function of P ) such that ρ(0̂) = 0, ρ(x) = l for any maximal element x of P and ρ(y) = ρ(x) + 1
if x, y ∈ X and y covers x. We recall that any finite distributive lattice is also a graded poset (see [55],
cap.3).

2.2. Set Partitions

If X is an arbitrary set and π is a set partition on X, we usually denote by {Bi : i ∈ I} the block family
of π. If x ∈ X, we denote by π(x) the block of π which contains the element x. If Y ⊆ X and Y ⊆ Bi,
for some index i ∈ I, we say that Y is a sub-block of π and we write Y 4 π. When X is finite we use
the standard notation π := B1| . . . |B|π|, where |π| is the number of distinct blocks of π. We denote by
Π(X) the set of all set-partitions of X. It is well known that on the set Π(X) we can consider a partial
order � defined as follows: if π, π′ ∈ Π(X), then

π � π′ :⇐⇒ (∀B ∈ π) (∃B′ ∈ π′) : B ⊆ B′ (1)

Two useful and equivalent characterizations of the partial order given in (1) are the following:

π � π′ ⇐⇒ (∀x ∈ X) (π(x) ⊆ π′(x)) (2)

The pair P(X) = (Π(X),�) is a complete lattice which is called partition lattice of the set X. We now
recall the basic facts about the meet and the join of this lattice.
Let π1 = A1| . . . |Am and π2 = B1| . . . |Bn be two partitions on the same finite universe X, i.e., π1, π2 ∈
Π(X), we firstly set

Sπ1, π2
:= {C ⊆ X : if x ∈ C, then π1(x) ⊆ C and π2(x) ⊆ C}

Then the meet of π1 and π2, denoted by π1 ∧ π2, is the set partition of X whose blocks are given by

π1 ∧ π2 := {Ai ∩Bj : i = 1, . . . m; j = 1, . . . , n}. (3)

On the other hand, the more simple way to describe the join of π1 and π2, denoted by π1 ∨ π2, is the
following:

π1 ∨ π2 := C1| . . . |Ck, (4)

where C1, . . . , Ck are the minimal elements of the set family Sπ1, π2 with respect to the inclusion.

Example 2.1. Let us consider X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6} and let π1 = {x1, x2}|{x3}|{x4, x5}|{x6}
and π2 = {x1, x3}|{x2}|{x4}|{x5}|{x6} be two set partitions of X. Then π1 ∧ π2 is the partition

π1 ∧ π2 = {x1}|{x2}|{x3}|{x4}|{x5}|{x6}.

The family Sπ1, π2 is equal to:

Sπ1, π2 = {{x1, x2, x3}, {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, {x1, x2, x3, x6}, {x4, x5}, {x4, x5, x6}, {x6}}.

Then the meet of π1 and π2 is the partition

π1 ∨ π2 = {x1, x2, x3}|{x4, x5}|{x6}.

2.3. Knowledge Representation Systems and Indiscernibility

The following definition is based on [41]
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Definition 2.2. A knowledge representation system is a structure I = 〈U,Att, V al, F 〉, where U is a
nonempty set called universe set, Att is a non empty set called attribute set and F : U × Att → V al,
called information map, is an application from the direct product U × Att into the value set V al. The
elements of U are called objects, the elements of Att are called attributes and those of V al are called
values. In particular, if V al = {0, 1} we say that I is a Boolean knowledge representation system.When
U = {u1, . . . , um} and Att = {a1, . . . , an} are both finite sets, we also define the so called information
table Tab[I] of I, which is a rectangular table m× n whose rows are indexed with all objects in U , whose
columns are indexed with all attributes in Att and which contains the value F (ui, aj) in the place (i, j).

When U and Att are both finite sets we can (and we do) identify the knowledge representation system
I with its information table T [I]. In the following, with the symbol I = 〈U,Att, V al, F 〉 we will denote a
knowledge representation system where the sets U and Att have both arbitrary cardinality. On the other
hand, when we use the term information table we implicitly assume that U and Att are both finite sets.

If A ⊆ Att, it is usual to consider the binary relation ≡A on the universe set U defined as follows: if
u, u′ ∈ U then

u ≡A u′ :⇐⇒ F (u, a) = F (u′, a),∀a ∈ A. (5)

The binary relation ≡A is an equivalence relation on U and it is called A-indiscernibility relation. If
u ∈ U , we denote by [u]A the equivalence class of u with respect to ≡A. We also set

πI(A) := {[u]A : u ∈ U}. (6)

If B ⊆ U is such that B = [u]A, for some u ∈ U , we say that B is an A-granule of I.

Definition 2.3. We call πI(A) the A-indiscernibility partition, or A-granularity partition, of I.

The inclusion relation between any two attribute subsets A and B of I is related to the partial order �
between the corresponding indiscernibility partitions as follows:

A ⊆ B =⇒ πI(B) � πI(A) (7)

Definition 2.4. We call partition lattice of I the complete lattice

P(I) := (Π(U),�).

We denote respectively by 0̂I and 1̂I the minimum and the maximum of the lattice P(I).

Let us note that 0̂I is the set partition of U such that each single element of U is a block, whereas 1̂I is
the set partition of U having the unique block B = {U}.
We set now

Πind(I) := {πI(A) : A ⊆ Att}.

Since Πind(I) is a subset of Π(U), we can consider on Πind(I) the induced partial order � from the
previous partition lattice of I. We set therefore

Pind(I) := (Πind(I),�) (8)

In this way Pind(I) becomes a sub-poset of P(I). According to Yao [76], the order structure Pind(I) “can
be used to develop a partition model of databases”.

Remark 2.5. In [31] it has been proved that the partial order � induces a lattice structure on Πind(I)
when I is an information table. However, also in the finite case, Pind(I) is not always a sub-lattice of
P(I). In fact, the join of two elements πI(A) and πI(B) in Pind(I) can be different from their join in
P(I) (see [31]).

Definition 2.6. We call indiscernibility partition poset of the knowledge representation system I the
partially ordered set Pind(I). We also denote respectively by 1̂grI and 0̂grI the maximum and the minimum
element of this lattice.

Remark 2.7. Let us note here that 1̂grI always coincides with the maximum 1̂I of the partition lattice
Π(I), since πI(∅) = U = 1̂I, whereas (in general) 0̂grI can be different with respect to the minimum 0̂I of
Π(I).
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2.3.1. Dependency among attributes

The Partition Lattice of a knowledge representation system is strictly linked to some rough set notions,
namely, the positive region and the quality of approximations, as we are going to show.

Definition 2.8. [41] Let A and B be two fixed subsets of Att. The positive region of B relatively to A
is defined as

POSA(B) := {x ∈ U : πI(A)(x) ⊆ πI(A)(x)} = {x ∈ U : [x]A ⊆ [x]B}. (9)

The A-positive region of B can be considered as the set of all objects in the universe set U that can be
properly classified by means of blocks of πI(B) with the restriction of using only the knowledge expressed
by the granulation πI(A).
We notice that it is possible to characterize the partial order � among indiscernibility partitions in terms
of the positive region. In fact, if A and B are any two attribute subsets of I then

πI(A) � πI(B) ⇐⇒ POSA(B) = U (10)

Moreover, the following result holds.

Proposition 2.9. If A,B,C ⊆ Att are three subsets of attributes and A ⊆ B (i.e., πI(B) � πI(A) )
then POSA(C) ⊆ POSB(C).

Proof. Let y ∈ POSA(C), then πI(A)(y) ⊆ πI(C)(y). Since πI(B) � πI(A), by (2) we have that
πI(B)(x) ⊆ πI(A)(x) for all x ∈ X, hence also πI(B)(y) ⊆ πI(A)(y) ⊆ πI(C)(y). Therefore y ∈
POSB(C).

When I is an information table it is also possible to define the quality of approximation of B relatively
to A:

γA(B) :=
|POSA(B)|
|U |

(11)

Let us note that if A′ ⊆ A then
POSA′(B) ⊆ POSA(B), (12)

therefore
γA′(B) ≤ γA(B). (13)

If k = γA(B), then it results that 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 and it is usual to write A ⇒k B. In particular, if k = 1,
it is said that B totally depends on A; if 0 < k < 1, it is said that B partially depends on A, finally, if
k = 0 it is said that B is totally independent from A. In particular, it is usual to write A ⇒ B instead
of A ⇒1 B. The quality of approximation of B by A is a measure of the representability degree of the
knowledge provided by the attribute subset B in terms of the knowledge provided by the other attribute
subset A.
For an information table I we can also refine (10) in the following way:

πI(A) � πI(B) ⇐⇒ POSA(B) = U ⇐⇒ (A⇒1 B) ⇐⇒ γA(B) = 1 (14)

2.3.2. Discernibility Matrix

By negation of the indiscernibility relation we obtain the discernibility relation, at the basis of the
so-called discernibility matrix.

Definition 2.10. [53] Let u and u′ be two objects of an information table I. The attribute subset defined
by

∆I(u, u
′) := {a ∈ Att : F (u, a) 6= F (u′, a)}, (15)

is the (u, u′)-entry in the discernibility matrix ∆[I] of I.

The following result relates the entries of the discernibility matrix to the indiscernibility relation in an
information table.

Proposition 2.11. Let D ⊆ Att and v, w ∈ U . Then:
(i) D = ∆I(v, w) =⇒ v ≡Att\D w;
(ii) v ≡Att\D w =⇒ ∆I(v, w) ⊆ D;
(iii) Let C ⊆ Att. Then ∆I(v, w) ∩ C = ∅ ⇐⇒ v ≡C w.
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The discernibility matrix is at the basis of the core and the reducts computation so it has a special role
in rough set theory (see [41]). A reduct of an information table I can be considered as a subset of all
attributes of I sufficient to provide the same knowledge of the whole attribute set. The core of I is the
subset of all attributes of I whose elimination causes a substantial change in the knowledge induced from
I. More formally:

Definition 2.12. [41] An attribute c ∈ Att is said indispensable if πI(Att) 6= πI(Att \ {c}). The subset
of all indispensable attributes of Att is called core of I and it is denoted by CORE(I). A subset C ⊆ Att
is said a reduct of I if:
(i) πI(Att) = πI(C);
(ii) πI(Att) 6= πI(C \ {c}) for all c ∈ C.
We denote by RED(I) the family of all reducts of I.

3. Maximum partitioners of a knowledge representation system

We now introduce an equivalence relation on attributes of a knowledge representation system and show
its relationship to the partition lattice through the notion of maximum partitioner.

Definition 3.1. If A and B are two attribute subsets of I we set

A ≈ B :⇐⇒ πI(A) = πI(B). (16)

Let us note that the binary relation ≈ is an equivalence relation on P(Att). We denote by π≈(I) the set
partition on P(Att) induced by ≈, and we also set

[A]≈ := {B ⊆ Att : A ≈ B}. (17)

In the next result, we show that each equivalence class with respect to the relation ≈ is uniquely deter-
mined by means of one of its maximal members1. Moreover, we also show that the set inclusion relation
among these maximal members completely characterizes the partial order in the indiscernibility partition
lattice of I.

Proposition 3.2. Let A ⊆ Att. Then:
(i) if {Aj : j ∈ J} ⊆ [A]≈, also

⋃
j∈J Aj ∈ [A]≈.

(ii) There exists a unique subset M(A) ∈ [A]≈ such that B ⊆ M(A) for all B ∈ [A]≈ and we have that
M(A) =

⋃
{B : B ∈ [A]≈}.

(iii) We have
M(A) = {a ∈ Att : (u, u′ ∈ U ∧ u ≡A u′) =⇒ F (u, a) = F (u′, a)}, (18)

that is equivalent to

M(A) = {a ∈ Att : (u, u′ ∈ U ∧ a ∈ ∆(u, u′)) =⇒ u 6≡A u′}. (19)

(iv) If A′ ⊆ Att then
πI(A) � πI(A′)⇐⇒M(A′) ⊆M(A) (20)

and
πI(A) ≺ πI(A′)⇐⇒M(A′) $M(A). (21)

(v) If B ⊆ Att then A ≈ B ⇐⇒M(A) = M(B).
(vi) A ≈ Att⇐⇒M(A) = Att.
(vii) Let A′ ⊆ Att such that A ⊆ A′. Then M(A) ⊆M(A′).

Proof. (i) : Let u, u′ ∈ U such that u ≡A u′ and let {Aj : j ∈ J} ⊆ [A]≈. Then u ≡Aj
u′ for all j ∈ J

by definition of the relation ≈. If z ∈
⋃
j∈J Aj there exists some index j ∈ J such that z ∈ Aj , so that

F (u, z) = F (u′, z) because u ≡Aj
u′. Hence u ≡⋃

j∈J Aj
u′. This implies that πI(A) � πI(

⋃
j∈J Aj).

On the other hand, by (7) we have that πI(
⋃
j∈J Aj) � πI(Aj) = πI(A) because Aj ≈ A. Since �

is a partial order on Πind(I) we deduce that πI(A) = πI(
⋃
j∈J Aj), that is equivalent to the condition⋃

j∈J Aj ∈ [A]≈.

1The results given in propositions 3.2 and 3.4 also appear in [14]. For the sake of completeness, the entire proofs are
reported also here.
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(ii) : Let M(A) :=
⋃
{B : B ∈ [A]≈}. By part (i) it follows that M(A) ∈ [A]≈, moreover we also have

that B ⊆M(A) for all B ∈ [A]≈. Uniqueness is obvious.
(iii) : Let B := {b ∈ Att : (u, u′ ∈ U ∧ u ≡A u′) =⇒ F (u, b) = F (u′, b)}. We show that B ≈ A. In fact,
let u, u′ ∈ U such that u ≡A u′ and let b ∈ B. By definition of B we have that F (u, b) = F (u′, b), so
that u ≡B u′. Hence πI(A) � πI(B). Let now C ∈ [A]≈ and c ∈ C. Then for all u, u′ ∈ U such that
u ≡A u′, by definition of ≈ we have that u ≡C u′, so that F (u, c) = F (u′, c). It follows that C ⊆ B
for all C ∈ [A]≈, in particular A ⊆ M(A) ⊆ B. By (7) we obtain then πI(B) � πI(A). Therefore
πI(B) = πI(A), i.e. B ∈ [A]≈. By part (ii) we deduce then that B ⊆M(A). Hence B = M(A).
(iv) : If A and A′ are two attribute subsets of I such that M(A′) ⊆M(A) then πI(M(A)) � πI(M(A′))
by virtue of (7), which is equivalent to πI(A) � πI(A

′) by virtue of part (ii). We assume now that
πI(M(A)) � πI(M(A′)). Let v ∈ M(A′) and let us suppose by contradiction that v /∈ M(A), so that
M(A) $M(a)∪{v}. By (7) we obtain then πI(MA∪{v}) � πI(M(A)). On the other hand, by maximality
of M(A) proved in part (ii) we also deduce that M(A) 6≈M(A)∪{v}, i.e. πI(M(A)) 6= πI(M(A)∪{v}).
Then there exist two objects u, u′ ∈ U such that u ≡M(A) u

′ and u 6≡M(A)∪{v} u
′, and this is possible

only if F (u, v) 6= F (u′, v). Now, since πI(M(A)) � πI(M(A′)) and u ≡M(A) u
′, we obtain u ≡M(A′) u

′,
therefore F (u, v) = F (u′, v) because v ∈M(A′). This shows the contradiction and conclude the proof of
(20). Finally, (21) follows immediately by (20) and part (ii).
(v) : If A ≈ B by the previous part (ii) it follows that M(A) = M(B). On the other hand, let
M(A) = M(B). Again by (ii) we have that A ≈ M(A) and B ≈ M(B), therefore A ≈ B by virtue of
the transitive property of the equivalence relation ≈.
(vi) : The result is a direct consequence of previous part (v) because Att = M(Att).
(vii) : Let a ∈M(A) and let u, u′ ∈ U such that u ≡A′ u′. Since A ⊆ A′ it holds u ≡A u′. By part (iii),
since a ∈M(A), F (u, a) = F (u′, a). Thus a ∈M(A′) and the thesis holds.

We introduce now an appropriate terminology for the attribute subsets M(A), described in Proposition
3.2.

Definition 3.3. • If A ⊆ Att, we call the attribute subset M(A) the co-maximal of A in I.

• If π ∈ Πind(I) is such that π = πI(A), for some A ⊆ Att, we say that M(A) is the maximum
partitioner of π, and we set M(A) := Max(π). Therefore, with this notation, we have that M(A) =
Max(πI(A)).

• We set
MAXP (I) := {M(A) : A ⊆ Att} = {Max(π) : π ∈ Πind(I)}, (22)

and we also introduce the following poset

M(I) := (MAXP (I),⊆∗), (23)

where ⊆∗ is the dual inclusion order.

• We call maximum partitioners of I the elements of MAXP (I).

The following characterization of MAXP (I) is simple but useful.

Proposition 3.4. MAXP (I) = {B ⊆ Att : B = M(B)}.

Proof. If B ∈MAXP (I) there exists A ⊆ Att such that B = M(A). By (ii) of Proposition 3.2 it follows
that B ∈ [A]≈, therefore B = M(A) = M(B) by unicity of the maximum partitioner. On the other
hand, if B = M(B) then B ∈MAXP (I) by definition of MAXP (I).

We show now that the posets M(I) and Pind(I) are isomorphic.

Theorem 3.5. The poset M(I) is isomorphic to the indiscernibility partition poset Pind(I).

Proof. The map f : Πind(I) −→ MAXP (I) given by f(π) := Max(π) is clearly bijective. Let us prove
that f is an isomorphism between posets. If A and A′ are two subsets of Att such that M(A′) ⊆M(A)
then πI(M(A)) � πI(M(A′)) by virtue of (7), which is equivalent to πI(A) � πI(A

′). We assume now
that πI(M(A)) � πI(M(A′)). Let v ∈M(A′) and let us suppose by contradiction that v /∈M(A), so that
M(A) $M(a)∪{v}. By (7) we obtain then πI(MA∪{v}) � πI(M(A)). On the other hand, by maximality
of M(A), M(A) 6≈M(A)∪{v}, i.e. πI(M(A)) 6= πI(M(A)∪{v}). Then there exist two elements u, u′ ∈ U
such that u ≡M(A) u

′ and u 6≡M(A)∪{v} u
′, and this is possible only if F (u, v) 6= F (u′, v). Now, since

πI(M(A)) � πI(M(A′)) and u ≡M(A) u
′, we obtain u ≡M(A′) u

′, therefore F (u, v) = F (u′, v) since
v ∈M(A′). This shows the contradiction and conclude the proof of the theorem.
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Let us prove now that M(I) is a complete lattice.

Theorem 3.6. The poset M(I) is a complete lattice.

Proof. Let {Aj : j ∈ J} be a family of maximum partitioners of I. We first show that
⋂
j∈J Aj is a

maximum partitioner of I, that is M(
⋂
j∈J Aj) =

⋂
j∈J Aj .

Since
⋂
j∈J Aj ⊆M(

⋂
j∈J Aj), in order to prove the thesis we only must show the reverse inclusion. Let

us assume by contradiction that there exists an element c ∈M(
⋂
j∈J Aj) such that c /∈

⋂
j∈J Aj . So that

there exists some index j ∈ J such that c /∈ Aj . Since Aj = M(Aj), from the condition c /∈ M(Aj) and
by (18) we deduce that there exist two objects u, u′ ∈ U such that u ≡Aj u

′ and FI(u, c) 6= FI(u
′, c).

Then, since u ≡Aj
u′, we also have u ≡⋂

j∈J Aj
u′, that is equivalent to u ≡M(

⋂
j∈J Aj) u

′, and since by

hypothesis c ∈M(
⋂
j∈J Aj), we deduce that FI(u, c) = FI(u

′, c). This contradiction proves the assertion.
Therefore, since Aj ⊆∗

⋂
j∈J Aj ⊆ Aj for all j ∈ J we have that A is an upper bound of {Aj : j ∈ J}.

Let now C ⊆ ΛI such that Aj ⊆∗ C, for all j ∈ J . Then obviously
⋂
j∈J Aj ⊆∗ C, so C is the join of

{Aj : j ∈ J}.
Let us prove now that the meet of {Aj : j ∈ J} in M(I) is equal to M(

⋃
j∈J Aj). Let {Aj : j ∈ J}

be a family of maximum partitioners of I as before. Since Aj ⊆
⋃
j∈J Aj , by (vii) of Proposition 3.2,

Aj = M(Aj) ⊆ M(
⋃
j∈J Aj), so B := M(

⋃
j∈J Aj) is a lower bound of the family in M(I). Let now

C ∈MAXP (I) be such that, for all j ∈ J , Aj ⊆ C. Thus
⋃
j∈J Aj ⊆ C and again by (vii) of Proposition

3.2, B = M(
⋃
j∈J Aj) ⊆ M(C) = C. This proves that the meet of {Aj : j ∈ J} in M(I) does exist and

it is equal to B.

Corollary 3.7. Let {Aj : j ∈ J} ⊆MAXP (I) be a family of maximum partitioners of I. Then:

1. the join of {Aj : j ∈ J} in M(I) is A :=
⋂
j∈J Aj.

2. the meet of {Aj : j ∈ J} in M(I) is B := M(
⋃
j∈J Aj).

Definition 3.8. We call maximum partitioner lattice of I the lattice M(I).

At this point, from the previous results we can deduce that Pind(I) is a complete lattice also in the case
U and Att are not necessarily finite sets.

Corollary 3.9. Pind(I) is a complete lattice that is isomorphic to the maximum partitioner lattice M(I).

Proof. The proof follows directly by Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, since a poset isomorphism between
a complete lattice and a poset induces a natural complete lattice structure on the poset such that the
poset isomorphism is a complete lattice isomorphism.

Corollary 3.10. The join and the meet in the lattice Pind(I) are obtained as follows. Let {πj : j ∈ J} ⊆
Πind(I) and set Aj := f(πj) = Max(πj), for all j ∈ J . Then:

1. the join of {πj : j ∈ J} in Pind(I) is the partition πI(A), where A :=
⋂
j∈J Aj.

2. the meet of {πj : j ∈ J} in Pind(I) is the partition πI(B), where B := M(
⋃
j∈J Aj).

Definition 3.11. We call indiscernibility partition lattice of I the lattice Pind(I).

Remark 3.12. Let us note that in general the union of a family of maximum partitioner is not a
maximum partitioner, as we illustrate in the next example.

Example 3.13. Let us consider the underlying information table I having universe set U = {u1, u2, u3, u4, u5},
attribute set Att = {1, 2, 3, 4}:

1 2 3 4
u1 0 1 1 0
u2 1 0 0 0
u3 1 0 1 1
u4 1 1 1 0
u5 0 1 1 1

Then the diagram of the lattice M(I) is drawn in Figure 2.
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∅

{1} {2} {3} {4}

{1, 2} {1, 3} {1, 4} {2, 3} {3, 4}

{1, 2, 3} {2, 3, 4}

{1, 2, 3, 4}

Figure 1: The lattice M(I)

The union of the two maximum partitioner A1 = {1, 2} and A2 = {1, 4} is the attribute set {1, 2, 4}
which is not a maximum partitioner. The meet of A1 and A2 in M(I) is the attribute set M(A1 ∪ A2).
This holds in general (see Theorem 3.6). Moreover we can observe also that the lattice in Figure 2 is not
graded since the two chains {∅, {1}, {1, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}} and {∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}} are both
maximal chains, but they have different length.

4. Granular Partition Lattice

In order to obtain a more explicit analogy of the indiscernibility partition lattice of a knowledge rep-
resentation system with the concept lattice of a formal context [21], we also introduce the following
set:

Gran(I) := {(M(A), πI(A)) : A ⊆ Att} = {(Max(π), π) : π ∈ Πind(I)}. (24)

On the previous set we consider the following order structure:

G(I) := (Gran(I),⊆∗ × �) (25)

where ⊆∗ is the order in G(I) and ⊆∗ × � is the direct product order of ⊆∗ and �.
We obtain then the following result.

Theorem 4.1. The poset G(I) is a lattice and it is isomorphic to both the lattices M(I) and Pind(I).

Proof. By the previous Proposition 3.2 (ii), we can identify each granular partition π ∈ Πind(I) with the
pair (Max(π), π), or simply with the attribute subset Max(π). Moreover, again by Proposition 3.2 (iv),
the partial order � becomes equivalent to the following two partial orders ⊆∗ × � and ⊆∗:

(Max(π), π) �′ (Max(π′), π′) :⇐⇒ Max(π) ⊆∗ Max(π′) ∧ π � π′ (26)

and
Max(π) ⊆∗ Max(π′) :⇐⇒Max(π) ⊇Max(π′) (27)

This is sufficient to conclude the proof.

Definition 4.2. We call G(I) the granular partition lattice of I.

Remark 4.3. It is convenient to use the lattice G(I) when we need to simultaneously represent both the
lattices Pind(I) and M(I). However, by virtue of Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 4.1 we can use interchangeably
the previous lattices Pind(I), M(I) and G(I).

Example 4.4. If we consider the information table given in Example 3.13, the diagram of the granular
lattice G(I) is the following:
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(∅, u1u2u3u4u5)

({1}, u1u5|u2u3u4) ({2}, u2u3|u1u4u5) ({3}, u2|u1u3u4u5) ({4}, u3u5|u1u2u4)

({1, 2}, u1u5|u2u3|u4) ({1, 3}, u1u5|u3u4|u2) ({1, 4}, u2u4|u1|u3|u5) ({2, 3}, u1u4u5|u2|u3) ({3, 4}, u1u4|u3u5|u2)

({1, 2, 3}, u1u5|u2|u3|u4) ({2, 3, 4}, u1u4|u2|u3|u5)

({1, 2, 3, 4}, u1|u2|u3|u4|u5)

Figure 2: The Lattice G(I)

Definition 4.5. We call macro-granular representation of G(I) the usual Hasse diagram of the lattice
G(I). We call micro-granular representation of G(I) the Hasse diagram of G(I), where any node is
represented by the ordered pair ([B]≈, πI(B)), for B ∈MAXP (I). A similar definition is given also for
M(I), and in this case we represent simply B or [B]≈ without the corresponding set partition πI(B).

Example 4.6. Let us consider the following information table I:

1 2 3 4 5
u1 1 0 0 1 0
u2 0 1 0 0 1
u3 0 0 0 0 1
u4 1 0 0 1 0
u5 1 0 0 0 1

Then the macro-granular representation of G(I) is given by

({3}, u1u2u3u4u5)

({1, 3}, u1u4u5|u2u3) ({2, 3}, u1u3u4u5|u2) ({3, 4, 5}, u1u4|u2u3u5)

({1, 2, 3}, u1u4u5|u2|u3) ({1, 3, 4, 5}, u1u4|u2u3|u5) ({2, 3, 4, 5}, u1u4|u2|u3u5)

({1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, u1u4|u2|u3|u5)

On the other hand, the micro-granular representation of M(I) is the drawn in Figure 3 (we have ordered
any micro-granule by means of the usual inclusion relation; let us also notice that any micro-granule is
a union-closed family of sets by part (i) of Proposition 3.2).

4.1. Indiscernibility Partition Lattice and Pattern Structures

A pattern structure can be considered a generalization of the formal context notion. For more details
concerning the pattern structures and related arguments we refer the reader to [1], here we briefly recall
its definition.
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3

∅

13

1

23

2

345

34
35

45

4 5

123

12

1345

134
135

145

14 15

2345

234
235

245

24 25

12345

1234
1235

1245

124 125

Figure 3: Micro granular representation of M(I).
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Definition 4.7. A pattern structure is a triple S = (G, (D,u), δ), where G is a subset whose elements
are called objects, (D,v) is a meet-semilattice whose inf-operation is denoted by u and δ : G → D is a
function called description map. The elements of D are called patterns. If g ∈ G, the pattern δ(g) is
called the description of the object g in (D,v).

If S = (G, (D,u), δ) is a pattern structure, one can consider two operators:

A ∈ P(G) 7→ A� :=
l

g∈A
δ(g) ∈ D (28)

and
d ∈ D 7→ d� := {g ∈ G : d v δ(g)} ∈ P(G) (29)

These operators form a Galois connection between the partially ordered sets (P(G),⊆) and (D,v).

Definition 4.8. Let S = (G, (D,u), δ) be a pattern structure. A pattern concept of S is an ordered pair
(A, d) ∈ P(G)×D such that A� = d and d� = A.

We denote by PCO(S) the set of all pattern concepts of S. In [1], the following partial order 6 on
PCO(S) is considered . If (A1, d1) and (A2, d2) are two pattern concepts of S then

(A1, d1) 6 (A2, d2) :⇐⇒ A1 ⊆ A2(⇐⇒ d2 v d1) (30)

It results then (see [1]) that the partially ordered set

Pco(S) := (PCO(S),6)

is a complete lattice, which is called pattern concept lattice of the pattern structure S.
In [6], we associated a pattern structure to any information table in a very natural way.

Definition 4.9. Let I = 〈U,Att, F, V al〉 be an information table. We denote by Ips the pattern structure
(G, (D,v), δ) such that G := Att, (D,v) := P(I) (that is, D = Π(U) and v=�) and δ(a) := πI({a})
for all a ∈ Att. The pattern structure Ips is called partition pattern structure of I.

In the next result we show that the dual lattice Pco(Ips)∗ of Pco(Ips) coincides exactly with the lattice
G(I) introduced in (25).

Theorem 4.10. Pco(Ips)∗ = G(I).

Proof. By definition of the pattern structure Ips we have that

PCO(Ips) = {(A, π) : A ⊆ Att, π ∈ Π(U), A� = π and π� = A}. (31)

We will prove that
PCO(Ips) = Gran(I). (32)

Let A ⊆ Att. Since A =
⋃
a∈A{a}, by Corollary 3.10 we have that

∧
a∈A πI({a}) = πI(A), therefore by

(28) and by definition of the description map in Ips we obtain

A� =
∧
a∈A

δ(a) =
∧
a∈A

πI({a}) = πI(A). (33)

Analogously, if π ∈ Π(U), by (29) and by definition of description map in Ips we obtain

π� = {a ∈ Att : π � πI({a})}. (34)

Now, by (34) we deduce that

πI(A)� = {a ∈ Att : πI(A) � πI({a})} = {a ∈ Att : (u, u′ ∈ U ∧ u ≡A u′) =⇒ u ≡{a} u′},

i.e.
πI(A)� = {a ∈ Att : (u, u′ ∈ U ∧ u ≡A u′) =⇒ F (u, a) = F (u′, a)},

therefore by (18) we deduce that
πI(A)� = M(A). (35)
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At this point, by (24), (31), (33) and (35) we obtain the identity (32) :

PCO(Ips) = {(M(A), πI(A)) : A ⊆ Att} = Gran(I).

Finally, if (M(A), πI(A)) and (M(A′), πI(A
′) are two pattern concepts of PCO(Ips), by definition of dual

order and by (30) we deduce that

(M(A), πI(A)) 6∗ (M(A′), πI(A
′)) :⇐⇒ (M(A), πI(A)) ⊆∗ × � (M(A′), πI(A

′)). (36)

Hence, by (25), (32) and (36) we obtain the thesis:

Pco(Ips)∗ := (PCO(Ips),6
∗) = (Gran(I),⊆∗ × �) := G(I).

By the previous Theorem we also immediately deduce the following result.

Corollary 4.11. [6] The indiscernibility partition lattice Pind(I) is order-isomorphic to Pco(Ips)∗.

5. The Partition Lattice as a Vector Subspace Lattice

Let X be a finite set having m elements x1, . . . , xm. In this section we show that the study of the
partition lattice P(X) is equivalent to the study of a lattice of vector subspaces of Rm. We begin with
the following definition.

Definition 5.1. Let π = B1| · · · |BN be a set partition of X. We call relation matrix of π the symmetric
m×m matrix Rπ := (Rij) such that

Rij :=

 1 if ∃k ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that {xi, xj} ⊆ Bk

0 otherwise.
(37)

We denote by Vπ the vector subspace of Rm generated by the rows (or, equivalently, by the columns) of
the relation matrix Rπ.

Definition 5.2. Let π = B1| · · · |BN be a set partition of X. We denote by Ek(π) the m-tuple (εk1, . . . , εkm),
where εki := 1 if xi ∈ Bk and εki := 0 otherwise, for k = 1, . . . , N .

Proposition 5.3. If π = B1| · · · |BN ∈ Π(X) then Bπ := {E1(π), . . . , EN (π)} is a basis of Vπ. Hence
dim(Vπ) = |π| = N .

Proof. The N vectors E1(π), . . . , EN (π) are linearly independent because B1, . . . , BN are all disjoint
subsets, moreover they are exactly the distinct rows of the matrix Rπ. Hence Bπ is a basis of Vπ.

Example 5.4. Let X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and π = 13|25|4, where B1 = {1, 3}, B2 = {2, 5} and B3 = {4}.
Then

Rπ =


1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1


and E1(π) = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0), E2(π) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1), E3(π) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0). So that

Vπ = span{(1, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0)} = {(a, b, a, c, b) : a, b, c ∈ R}.

Let us note that the structure of any vector subspace Vπ depends only from the number m = |X| and from
the implicit order x1, . . . , xm of the elements of X. Therefore we can identify the set {Vπ : π ∈ Π(X)}
with the following

S[m] := {Vπ : π ∈ Π({1, . . . ,m})}. (38)

In general, if W1 and W2 are two vector subspaces of a vector space W , we write W1 ⊆ssv W2 if W1

is a vector subspace of W2. If W is a vector space on any field K, we denote by SS(W ) the family of
all K-vector subspaces of W . Then the binary relation ⊆ssv is a partial order on SS(W ), and we set
SS(W ) := (SS(W ),⊆ssv). The following result is standard in vector space theory.
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Theorem 5.5. If W is a vector space on any field K then SS(W ) is a complete lattice.

Proof. Let us note first that, if W1 and W2 are two vector subspaces of W , then W1 ⊆ssv W2 if and only
if W1 ⊆ W2. If {W ′j : j ∈ J} ⊆ SS(W ) then

∧
j∈JW

′
j :=

⋂
j∈JW

′
j and

∨
j∈JW

′
j := span{

⋃
j∈JW

′
j}

are respectively the meet and the join in SS(W ). In fact
⋂
j∈JW

′
j is clearly the biggest subset of W

contained in all the Wj ’s and since it is a linear subset of W it is the meet of the family {W ′j : j ∈ J}.
Moreover span{

⋃
j∈JW

′
j} is the smallest subspace of W containing all the Wj ’s, by definition of linear

span. So SS(W ) is a complete lattice.

Usually, SS(W ) is called the subspace vector lattice of the vector space W . In the next result we show
that the partial order � between two set partitions on a finite set X is equivalent to the dual order of
⊆ssv on the set S[m].

Theorem 5.6. Let π = B1| · · · |BN and π′ = B′1| · · · |B′M be two set partitions of X. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) Vπ′ ⊆ssv Vπ.
(ii) For any l ∈ {1, . . . ,M} there exist l1, . . . , ls ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that El(π

′) = El1(π) + · · ·Els(π).
(iii) π � π′.

Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii) : Let j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Since Ej(π
′) ∈ Vπ′ ⊆ssv Vπ = span{E1(π), . . . , EN (π)}, it

follows that Ej(π
′) = a1E1(π) + · · · + aNEN (π), for some (uniquely determined) a1, . . . , aN ∈ R. On

the other hand, the n-tuple Ej(π
′) contains only 1 or 0 in its entries and any two distinct vectors among

E1(π), . . . , EN (π) contain the number 1 in different places. This implies that ai = 1 or ai = 0, for
i = 1, . . . , N , i.e. Ej(π

′) is the sum of some vectors E1(π), . . . , EN (π).
(ii) =⇒ (i) : It follows immediately by Proposition 5.3.
(ii) =⇒ (iii) : Let xi and xj be any two distinct elements of X and let us assume that π(xi) = π(xj). In
order to have the thesis we must show that also π′(xi) = π′(xj). The identity π(xi) = π(xj) is equivalent
to saying that there is a block Bk of π such that {xi, xj} ⊆ Bk, therefore the n-vector Ek(π) contains
1 in both places i and j. We assume now (by contradiction) that π′(xi) 6= π′(xj). Then there exists a
block B′l of π′ such that xi ∈ Bl and xj /∈ Bl, and this implies that the n-vector El(π

′) contains 1 in
the place i and 0 in the place j. On the other hand, by hypothesis, El(π

′) is the sum of some vectors
E1(π), . . . , EN (π). Now, the unique vector among E1(π), . . . , EN (π) which contains 1 in the place i is
Ek(π), therefore the vector Ek(π) must be necessarily a summand of the previous sum. However Ek(π)
also contains 1 in the place j, whereas El(π

′) contains 0 in the place j, and this is a contradiction. This
proves (iii).
(iii) =⇒ (ii) : Let l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Since π � π′, the block B′l is a disjoint union of some blocks
Bl1 , . . . , Bls of π, therefore we have El(π

′) = El1(π) + · · ·+ Els(π).

We consider now the poset
S[m] := (S[m],⊆∗ssv). (39)

Then we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5.7. If X is a set having m elements, the map φ : π ∈ Π(X) 7→ Vπ ∈ S[m] is an order
isomorphism between the set partition lattice P(X) and the poset S[m].

Proof. The thesis is a direct consequence of the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Theorem 5.6.

We consider now an information table I = 〈U,Att, V al, F 〉 such that U = {u1, . . . , um} is a universe set
having m objects and Att = {a1, . . . , an} has n attributes. If A ⊆ Att we set

VA := VπI(A) (40)

Therefore we can canonically associate to any attribute subset A a vector subspace VA of Rm, which is
the vector subspace induced from the indiscernibility partition πI(A) of the universe m-set U .

Example 5.8. Let us consider the information table I given in Example 3.13:

1 2 3 4
u1 0 1 1 0
u2 1 0 0 0
u3 1 0 1 1
u4 1 1 1 0
u5 0 1 1 1
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If A = {1, 2} ⊆ Att, then πI(A) = u1u5|u2u3|u4 and so VA is the linear subspace of Rn given by:

VA := VπI(A) = span{(1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0)} = {(a, b, b, c, a) : a, b, c ∈ R}.

Definition 5.9. We call granular partition vector representation of I the following subset of S[m]:

Sind(I) := {VA : A ⊆ Att}.

We also set Sind(I) := (Sind(I),⊆∗ssv).

We obtain then the following result.

Theorem 5.10. The map ψ : A ∈ MAXP (I) 7→ VA ∈ Sind(I) is an order isomorphism between the
lattice M(I) and the poset Sind(I). Therefore Sind(I) is a complete lattice isomorphic to the indiscernibility
partition lattice Pind(I).

Proof. Let us consider the map ξ : A ∈ MAXP (I) 7→ πI(A) ∈ Πind(I). By Theorem 3.9, the map ξ
induces an order isomorphism between the lattice M(I) and the lattice Pind(I). On the other hand, the
order isomorphism φ in the statement of Theorem 5.7 can be restricted to the sub-lattice Pind(I) of P(I),
and by (40) it is clear that the image of this restricted map is exactly the subset Sind(I) of S[m]. Hence
ψ = φ ◦ ξ and the thesis follows.

6. Generalized Indiscernibility Relation and Two Related Posets

The generalized indiscernibility relation is a notion inspired by the application of rough set ideas to
graphs, where it represents a new kind of symmetry [10]. In the general case, it can be useful to
understand when a given partition can be obtained from an indiscernibility relation and to relate rough
sets with formal concept analysis [14]. Here, it will be used in order to define two sub-posets of the
indiscernibility partition lattice as a sort of indiscenibility partition lattices conditioned to a given subset
of a knowledge representation system.

Definition 6.1. [14] Let I = 〈U,Att, V al, F 〉 be an information table. Given a set of objects Z ⊆ U we
define as generalized indiscernibility relation the attribute set

Γ(Z) := {a ∈ Att : ∀ z, z′ ∈ Z,F (z, a) = F (z′, a)}. (41)

with the agreement that Γ(∅) = ∅, and as generalized discernibility relation the set

∆(Z) := Att \ Γ(Z) = {a ∈ Att : ∃ z, z′ ∈ Z : F (z, a) 6= F (z′, a)}. (42)

In particular, we also set Γ(z) := Γ({z}) and Γ(z, z′) := Γ({z, z′}).

Clearly, ∆ is a generalization of the discernibility matrix since ∆(u, u′), as defined by equation (15),
coincides with ∆({u, u′}) defined in equation (42).
The following result is immediate.

Proposition 6.2. Γ(Z) is the unique attribute subset C of I such that :
(i) Z 4 πI(C);
(ii) if A ⊆ Att and Z 4 πI(A), then A ⊆ C.

Let us observe that the reverse implication of the property (ii) holds, namely if A ⊆ Γ(Z), then Z 4
πI(A). Moreover, if Z1, Z2 ⊆ U then

Z1 ⊆ Z2 =⇒ Γ(Z2) ⊆ Γ(Z1), (43)

so that the operator Γ : Z ∈ (P(U),⊆) 7→ Γ(Z) ∈ (P(Att),⊆) is order reversing. Analogously, we have

Z1 ⊆ Z2 =⇒ ∆(Z1) ⊆ ∆(Z2), (44)

so that the operator ∆ : Z ∈ (P(U),⊆) 7→ ∆(Z) ∈ (P(Att),⊆) is an order preserving set operator.
We discuss now the link between the generalized indiscernibility relation and the indiscernibility partition
lattice. We firstly introduce new posets, sub-poset of Pind(I), M(I) and G(I) respectively.
If Z ⊆ U we set

Πind(I|Z) := {π ∈ Πind(I) : Z 4 π} and Pind(I|Z) := (Πind(I|Z),�), (45)
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MAXP (I|Z) := {B ∈MAXP (I) : Z 4 πI(B)} and M(I|Z) := (MAXP (I|Z),⊆∗), (46)

G(I|Z) := {(M(A), πI(A)) ∈ Gran(I) : Z 4 πI(A)} and G(I|Z) := (T (I|Z),�′). (47)

In the next result we show that the generalized indiscernibility relation is also a specific type of maximum
partitioner.

Proposition 6.3. Let Z ⊆ U . Then Γ(Z) ∈MAXP (I|Z).

Proof. Let C := Γ(Z) and D := M(C). If z, z′ ∈ Z, by definition of Γ(Z) we have z ≡C z′, therefore we
also obtain z ≡D z′, because πI(D) = πI(C). Hence Z 4 πI(D). By (ii) of Proposition 6.2 we deduce
then that D ⊆ C, i.e. C = M(C). This shows that C ∈ MAXP (I). By part (i) of Proposition 6.2 we
also have Z 4 πI(C), so that C ∈MAXP (I|Z).

Corollary 6.4. If Z ⊆ U then Γ(Z) is a maximum partitioner of I.

Moreover, we can also use the generalized indiscernibility relation in order to completely characterize the
relative maximum partitioners, as we show in the following result.

Proposition 6.5. Let Z ⊆ U and let A ⊆ Att. Then A ∈ MAXP (I|Z) if and only if A ∈ MAXP (I)
and A ⊆ Γ(Z).

Proof. Let A ∈ MAXP (I|Z). Then A ∈ MAXP (I) by definition of MAXP (I|Z). If z, z′ ∈ Z we have
z ≡A z′ because Z 4 πI(A). Therefore, by (ii) of Proposition 6.2 it follows that A ⊆ Γ(Z).
Let now A ∈ MAXP (I) such that A ⊆ Γ(Z). Let us prove that Z 4 πI(A). For this, let z, z′ ∈ Z.
Then ∀a ∈ A, since a ∈ Γ(Z), F (z, a) = F (z′, a). Then z ≡A z′ and thus Z 4 πI(A). So A ∈
MAXP (I|Z).

Corollary 6.6. Let Z ⊆ U . Then the poset M(I|Z) is a complete lattice and it coincides with the up-set
of Γ(Z) in M(I).

Proof. It follows directly by Proposition 6.3 and Proposition 6.5.

Example 6.7. Let us consider the information table I introduced in Example 3.13 and let Z = {u1, u4}.
Then the generalized indiscernibility relation applied to Z is Γ(Z) = {2, 3, 4} and the lattice M(I|Z) is
the below sub diagram having the edges dashed.

∅

{1} {2} {3} {4}

{1, 2} {1, 3} {1, 4} {2, 3} {3, 4}

{1, 2, 3} {2, 3, 4}

{1, 2, 3, 4}

Figure 4:

In fact, it is easy to verify that Z 4 πI(A) if and only if A is some node in the above dashed diagram.

Proposition 6.8. The posets Pind(I|Z) and G(I|Z) are complete lattices both isomorphic to the lattice
M(I|Z).
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Proof. The map
φ : MAXP (I)→ Πind(U) such that φ(A) := πI(A)

is an order isomorphism between M(I) and Pind(I) such that φ(MAXP (I|Z)) = Πind(I|Z). This implies
that the order isomorphism φ carries the properties of the sub lattice M(I|Z) towards the sub poset
Pind(I|Z). Therefore, by Proposition 6.6 we obtain the thesis for the poset Pind(I|Z). On the other
hand, the map

ψ : MAXP (I)→ Gran(I) such that ψ(A) := (A, πI(A))

is an order isomorphism between M(I) and G(I) such that ψ(MAXP (I|Z)) = G(I|Z). Then the thesis
for G(I|Z) follows as in the previous case.

Definition 6.9. If Z ⊆ U , we call indiscernibility partition lattice of I conditioned to Z the lattice
Pind(I|Z).

The relevance of the set operator Γ is due to the following result proved in [14].

Theorem 6.10. [14] Let π = B1| . . . |BM ∈ Π(U) and let A =
⋂M
i=1 Γ(Bi). Then

π ∈ Πind(I) ⇐⇒ π = πI(A), (48)

and in this case we have that A = Max(π) = MI(A).

Therefore, in order to better investigate the connections between all the subsets Γ(Z), for Z ⊆ U , it is
convenient to introduce the following order structure.

Definition 6.11. We set ICLO(I) := {Γ(Z) : Z ⊆ U} and I(I) := (ICLO(I),⊆∗).

.
The partial order ⊆∗ is the dual order of the inclusion relation, and it is the same partial order of the
lattice M(I). Therefore I(I) is a sub-poset of M(I), but in general I(I) is not a lattice, as we show in the
next example.

Example 6.12. Let us consider the following information table I:

1 2 3 4
u1 0 0 1 0
u2 0 0 1 1
u3 1 1 0 2
u4 2 1 0 2
u5 3 1 1 3

The Hasse diagram of the lattice M(I) is drawn in the next Figure 5.

∅

{2} {3}

{2, 3}

{1, 2, 3} {2, 3, 4}

{1, 2, 3, 4}

Figure 5: The lattice M(I)

It is easy to verify that the attribute set {2, 3} is the unique maximum partitioner of I which is not a
generalized indiscernibility relation. The Hasse diagram of I(I) is drawn in Figure 6.
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∅

{2} {3}

{1, 2, 3} {2, 3, 4}

{1, 2, 3, 4}

Figure 6: The poset I(I)

Thus, by Example 6.12 it follows that the poset I(I) is not a lattice in general. On the other hand, in
several cases it results that the poset I(I) has also a lattice structure. Therefore a natural question, that
we leave as an open issue, is to understand for which types of knowledge representation systems I the
poset I(I) is also a lattice.

7. The Maximum Partitioner Lattice as a Measurer of Entropy and Dependency

In this section we show that the maximum partitioner lattice can be used as a measurer of entropy for any
information table and of dependency in a decision system. Of course, due to the isomorphisms outlined
until now, these results apply also to the indiscernibility partition lattice and to the granular partition
lattice.

7.1. Entropy Growth in the Maximum Partitioner Lattice

In a situation of incomplete information, there is the need to measure the amount of uncertainty and this
is typically done using entropy. Also in rough sets, we have several approaches to compute entropy, both
in the classical rough sets based on an equivalence relation and in generalized contexts [67, 32, 3, 17, 16].
Often, a requirement of the uncertainty measure is its monotonicity with respect to knowledge changes
[4, 5, 3]. In the following, we address this issue in the case of the maximum partitioner lattice.
If X is a finite set and π = B1| · · · |BN is any set partition of X, we can consider the probability
distribution (p1, . . . , pN ) := (|B1|/|X|, . . . , |BN |/|X|), therefore we can compute the usual entropy of
this probability distribution. This is called entropy of the set partition π (see [4, 5, 3] for details)

H(π) :=

N∑
i=1

pi log
1

pi
=

N∑
i=1

|Bi|
|X|

log
|X|
|Bi|

. (49)

In [5], it has been proved that H is strictly anti-monotone with respect to the partial order �, that is, if
π and π′ are two set partitions on X, then

π ≺ π′ =⇒ H(π′) < H(π). (50)

Therefore, by (50), if C = {π1 ≺ · · · ≺ πk} is a k-chain of set partitions on X, then H(π1) > · · · > H(πk).

The entropy function H can be used to evaluate the uniformity of the distribution of the elements of
X in the blocks of π. In fact, the value H(π) increases with the uniformity of the distribution of the
elements of X in the blocks of the set partition π (see [52]).

If I is a knowledge representation system and A is an attribute subset of I, the entropy generated by A
in I is defined as

HI(A) := H(πI(A)). (51)

Let us notice that if A and B are two attribute subsets of I, by (7), (51) and (50), it follows that

A ⊆ B =⇒ HI(A) ≤ HI(B). (52)
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Proposition 7.1. Let B and B′ be two maximum partitioners of I. Then:

B′ $ B =⇒ HI(B
′) < HI(B). (53)

Proof. From the hypothesis and by Proposition 3.4 we have M(B′) = B′ $ B = M(B), therefore
πI(B) ≺ πI(B′) by (21). The thesis follows then by (51) and (50).

Remark 7.2. By Proposition 7.1, the entropy map HI : B ∈MAXP (I) 7→ HI(B) ∈ R induces a strictly
anti-monotone real map on the lattice M(I), since on this lattice we consider the dual order ⊆∗ instead
of ⊆.

We can represent the entropy values in a weighted lattice Ment(I) where each node of the Hasse diagram
has the form (B,HI(B)), with B ∈MAXP (I).

Example 7.3. Let us consider the information table I given in Example 3.13. Below we draw the
maximum partitioner lattice M(I) with entropy values attached to each node.

(∅, 0.000)

({1}, 0.673) ({2}, 0.673) ({3}, 0.500) ({4}, 0.673)

({1, 2}, 1.055) ({1, 3}, 1.055) ({1, 4}, 1.332) ({2, 3}, 0.95) ({3, 4}, 1.055)

({1, 2, 3}, 1.332) ({2, 3, 4}, 1.332)

({1, 2, 3, 4}, 1.609)

Figure 7: Lattice M(I) weighted with entropy values

Then, if we take for example the two maximal chains

C1 = {∅, {1}, {1, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}} and C2 = {∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}}

the entropy growth of I along C1 is (0.000, 0.673, 1.332, 1.609), whereas along C2 is (0.000, 0.673, 1.055, 1.332, 1.609).

Let us stress that the isomorphism between the lattices M(I) and Pco(Ips), automatically introduces an
entropy notion (and its monotonicity with respect to the lattice structure) also in the pattern concept
lattice induced by a partition of an information table. Of course, the general issue of defining an entropy
measure on a general pattern concept lattice is an interesting open problem.

7.2. The Role of the Maximum Partitioner Lattice for Decision Tables

Now, we add to an information table a new decision attribute d and a set of corresponding values ξu,d,

for any u ∈ U . Then the structure Î := 〈U,Att ∪ {d}, F̂ , ˆV al〉, where ˆV al := V al ∪ {ξu,d : u ∈ U}
and F̂ (u, a) := F (u, a), F̂ (u, d) := ξu,d for any u ∈ U and a ∈ Att, is a so called decision system or
equivalently decision table.

Definition 7.4. We call evaluation dependency map of the decision system Î the application ψ̂ :
MAXP (I)→ [0, 1] defined by

ψ̂(A) := γA(d),

for any A ∈MAXP (I).
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Proposition 7.5. ψ̂ is a real-valued order-reversing map on the maximum partitioner lattice M(I).

Proof. It follows immediately by (13).

Also in this case we can represent the dependency values γA(d) in the weighted lattice (Md(I), ψ̂) where

each node of the Hasse diagram has the form (B, ψ̂(B)), with B ∈MAXP (I).

Example 7.6. We consider again the information table I given in Example 3.13 and we add a new
decision attribute d in such a way to obtain the following decision table Î:

1 2 3 4 d
u1 0 1 1 0 2
u2 1 0 0 0 1
u3 1 0 1 1 0
u4 1 1 1 0 1
u5 0 1 1 1 0

Then we have that π
Î
(d) = u1|u2u4|u3u5. Below we draw the weighted maximum partitioner lattice

(M(I), ψ̂):

(∅, 0)

({1}, 0) ({2}, 0) ({3}, 0.2) ({4}, 0.4)

({1, 2}, 0.2) ({1, 3}, 0.2) ({1, 4}, 1.0) ({2, 3}, 0.4) ({3, 4}, 0.6)

({1, 2, 3}, 0.6) ({2, 3, 4}, 0.6)

({1, 2, 3, 4}, 1.0)

Figure 8: Lattice M(I) weighted with dependency values

Let us note now that by (12) it follows that

POSA∩B(d) ⊆ POSA(d) ∩ POSB(d) (54)

for any two attribute subsets A,B ⊆ Att, but in general the reverse inclusion in (54) does not hold.

However, when also the reverse inclusion holds, we obtain an interesting result on the function ψ̂.

Proposition 7.7. Let A,B ∈MAXP (I) such that

POSA∩B(d) = POSA(d) ∩ POSB(d). (55)

Then
ψ̂(A ∧B) + ψ̂(A ∨B) ≥ ψ̂(A) + ψ̂(B). (56)

Proof. Since

|POSA(d) ∪ POSB(d)| = |POSA(d)|+ |POSB(d)| − |POSA(d) ∩ POSB(d)|

and A ∨B = A ∩B, by (55) it follows that

|POSA(d) ∪ POSB(d)|+ |POSA∨B(d)| = |POSA(d)|+ |POSB(d)|. (57)
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On the other hand, by Corollary 3.7 we have that A∧B = M(A∪B), therefore, since A,B ⊆M(A∪B)
it follows that

POSA(d) ∪ POSB(d) ⊆ POSM(A∪B)(d) = POSA∧B(d). (58)

Then, by (57) and (58) we have that

|POSA∧B(d)|+ |POSA∨B(d)| ≥ |POSA(d)|+ |POSB(d)|,

that is equivalent to (56). Hence the thesis follows.

The result established in Proposition 7.7 leads us to formulate the following classification of decision
tables.

Definition 7.8. We say that the decision system Î is:
(i) POS-strongly intersecting if for any A,B ∈MAXP (I) the condition (55) is satisfied.
(ii) POS-weakly intersecting if for any A,B ∈MAXP (I) the condition (56) is satisfied.

Example 7.9. Let Î be the decision table given below:

Î a1 a2 a3 a4 d
u1 0 1 0 0 1
u2 0 0 1 0 0
u3 1 1 0 1 2
u4 0 0 1 0 1

We represent below the Hasse diagram of the lattice G(Î).

(∅, u1u2u3u4, 0.00)

({a1, a4}, u1u2u4|u3, 0.25) ({a2, a3}, u1u3|u2u4, 0.50)

({a1, a2, a3, a4}, u1|u2|u3|u4|u5, 1.00)

Since we have π
Î
(d) = u1|u2u4|u3, it is now immediate to note that (55) holds.

By Proposition 7.7 it follows that a POS-strongly intersection decision system is also a POS-weakly
intersection decision system, but the reverse implication does not hold in general, as we show in the next
example.

Example 7.10. Let Î be the decision table given below:

Î a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 d
u1 0 1 0 0 1 1
u2 1 0 1 0 0 1
u3 0 1 0 1 0 1
u4 0 0 1 0 1 2
u5 1 0 0 1 0 0

It is easy to see that MAXP (I) = {∅, {ai}, {ai, ai+1}, Att}, where i = 1, . . . , 5 and the index sum i+ 1 is
taken mod(5). We observe that (56) holds. Moreover, if we take A = {a2, a3} and B = {a3, a4}, we have

POSA(d) ∩ POSB(d) = {a1} while POSA∩B(d) = POS{a3}(d̂) = ∅. Hence, (55) does not hold. Thus Î

is POS-weakly intersecting but it is not POS-strongly intersecting.

If X ∈MAXP (I) we set now

[X|d̂] := {Z ∈MAXP (I) : X ⊆∗ Z and ψ̂(X) = ψ̂(Z)}. (59)

Proposition 7.11. Let Î be a POS-weakly intersecting decision system. Then

U, V ∈ [X|d̂] =⇒ U ∨ V ∈ [X|d̂] (60)
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Proof. Let U, V ∈ [X|d̂]. Then

ψ̂(U) = ψ̂(V ) = ψ̂(X). (61)

Since X ⊆∗ U and X ⊆∗ V , we have X ⊆∗ U ∧ V ⊆∗ U, V ⊆∗ U ∨ V . Therefore, from the anti-
monotonicity of ψ̂ we obtain

ψ̂(X) ≥ ψ̂(U ∧ V ) ≥ ψ̂(U), ψ̂(V ) ≥ ψ̂(U ∨ V ) (62)

By (61) and by (62) we have

ψ̂(U ∧ V ) = ψ̂(X). (63)

Now, since Î is POS-weakly intersecting we also have

ψ̂(U ∧ V ) + ψ̂(U ∨ V ) ≥ ψ̂(U) + ψ̂(V ). (64)

By (61), (62), (63) and (64) we obtain then

ψ̂(U ∨ V ) = ψ̂(X).

Hence the thesis follows.

Theorem 7.12. Let Î be a POS-weakly intersecting decision table. Then:
(i) [X|d̂] has a maximum element, here denoted by µd̂(X);
(ii) the map µd̂ : MAXP (I)→MAXP (I) defines a closure operator on the maximum partitioner lattice
M(I), i.e.

X ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ) ⇐⇒ µd̂(X) ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ), (65)

for any X,Y ∈MAXP (I).

Proof. (i) : This part is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.11 since for a decision table the set [X|d̂]
is finite.
(ii) : LetX,Y ∈MAXP (I). We assume firstly that µd̂(X) ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ). Since µd̂(X) is the greatest element

of [X|d̂] and X ∈ [X|d̂], we have X ⊆∗ µd̂(X) ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ). This proves the implication ⇐= in (65). We
assume now that X ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ). Then, since X ⊆∗ µd̂(X) we obtain X ⊆∗ µd̂(X) ∧ µd̂(Y ) ⊆∗ µd̂(X), and
therefore

ψ̂(X) ≥ ψ̂(µd̂(X) ∧ µd̂(Y )) ≥ ψ̂(µd̂(X)) = ψ̂(X), (66)

because ψ̂ is anti-monotone and µd̂(X) is an element of [X|d̂]. Hence

ψ̂(X) = ψ̂(µd̂(X) ∧ µd̂(Y )) = ψ̂(µd̂(X)). (67)

On the other hand, since the decision table Î is POS-weakly intersecting we have that

ψ̂(µd̂(X) ∧ µd̂(Y )) + ψ̂(µd̂(X) ∨ µd̂(Y )) ≥ ψ̂(µd̂(X)) + ψ̂(µd̂(Y )). (68)

By (67) and (68) we obtain then

ψ̂(µd̂(X) ∨ µd̂(Y )) ≥ ψ̂(µd̂(Y )) = ψ̂(Y ). (69)

Now, since Y ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ) ⊆∗ µd̂(X) ∨ µd̂(Y ), from the anti-monotonicity of ψ̂ we have

ψ̂(Y ) ≥ ψ̂(µd̂(X) ∨ µd̂(Y )). (70)

By (69) and (70) it follows that

ψ̂(Y ) = ψ̂(µd̂(X) ∨ µd̂(Y )). (71)

Then, since Y ⊆ µd̂(Y ) ⊆ µd̂(X) ∨ µd̂(Y ), by (71) we deduce that µd̂(X) ∨ µd̂(Y ) ∈ [Y |d̂], and since

µd̂(Y ) is the maximum of [Y |d̂] we obtain that µd̂(X)∨µd̂(Y ) ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ), therefore also µd̂(X) ⊆∗ µd̂(Y ).
This proves the implication =⇒ in (65).
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8. Conclusion

The lattice arising from all the indiscernibility partitions generated by attributes of a knowledge repre-
sentation system has been studied. In order to prove that it is closed under join and meet also in the
infinite case, we first proved its isomorphism with the maximum partitioner lattice. A further isomorphic
structure is the granular partition lattice which is also linked to pattern structures. Finally, by taking
into account the generalized discernibility matrix, other sub-posets, although not necessarily sub-lattices,
of the previous ones have been defined and studied. In Figure 9, the relationship among all these posets
is put in evidence.

P(I)

Pind(I) ∼= M(I) ∼= G(I) = Pco(Ips)∗ ∼= Sind(I)

Pind(I|Z) ∼= M(I|Z) ∼= G(I|Z)

I(I)

Figure 9: Summary of the relation among the introduced posets.

From top to bottom, we move to a lattice with a smaller set of elements, obtaining a poset, but not
necessarily a sub-lattice.
Thus, in this picture we can find several typical tools of rough set theory at work. We have the indis-
cernibility relation generating the lattice Pind(I), the (generalized) discernibility matrix at the basis of
the lattice Pind(I|Z) and the recently introduced notion of maximum partitioner generating the lattice
M(I). Links can also be find with pattern structures and hence formal contexts through the lattice G(I).
For the future, we plan to compare our approach to multi-granulation rough sets [47, 73, 35], which are
based on several equivalence relations, and hence they naturally give rise to a poset of partitions, and
to the already mentioned Scott information systems and to Polkowski’s chains of indiscernible relations.
Moreover, we envisage a comprehensive investigation of the micro and macro granular properties of the
partition lattice as well as the condition in order that the poset I(I) is also a lattice.
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